
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Serbia Program Summary 
The International Republican Institute (IRI) has worked in Serbia since the late 1990s, when strongman 
Slobodan Milosevic inhibited democratic development and contributed to the instability of the region.  
Since his fall in October 2000, IRI has implemented a variety of programs including election processes 
support, democratic governance, communications training for ministries and civil society support.  IRI 
workshops and public opinion research helped the country’s democratic leaders build political parties, 
reform local government services and improve communications with the public.   
 
Since the 2012 elections and change of government, IRI has strengthened political leaders’ and parties’ 
abilities to develop and communicate clear, coherent and responsive policies that address issues of 
concern to citizens.  To help parties and government develop and implement needed reforms, and thus 
increase citizens’ trust in government and consolidate the democratic transition, IRI works in four key 
areas: building a professional policy development community; enhancing the responsiveness, 
transparency and accountability of parties and government; strengthening the role of women and youth 
in the political process; and supporting competitive elections.  Informing all areas of activity is scientific 
public opinion research, including polling and focus groups, focused on identifying citizens’ demands for 
reform and helping parties, governments and advocacy groups to address those citizens’ demands.   
 

Building an Effective Policy Development Community 
IRI works with policy advocates and activists who are open to a new approach to politics, based on 
organizing citizens around issues, and then provides small grants and technical support to help the 
groups grow and professionalize.  These groups focus on topics such as government debt, taxation, the 
pension and healthcare systems, improving communication between ordinary citizens, on the one hand, 
and parties and government, on the other.  At the same time, IRI works with party leadership to create 
party-based think tanks and outreach mechanisms to develop reform policies, engage with the public at 
large and build party support through issue-specific platforms. 
 

Democratic Governance 
IRI provides support to transparency groups such as Istinomer (Truth-o-meter), which tracks politicians’ 
statements and promises, and groups like the Network for Political Accountability (MPO) and Fiscal 
Monitor, which track local and state spending and debt and demand transparency in public spending.  IRI 
also works with parties and government officials to develop transparent practices to meet the demands 
citizens.  
 

Strengthening the Role of Women and Youth in the Political Process 
IRI provides policy development-oriented workshops to women and youth activists and to ensure that 
these groups are taking a lead in the economic reform debate in Serbia, as demonstrated by the central 
role the women-led MPO and Fiscal Monitor play in IRI’s activities.  In addition, IRI sponsored an 
International Women’s Conference focused on economic and structural reform, uniting established 
female leaders from the United States and Europe with their counterpart ministers, members of 
parliament and business leaders from Serbia.  To build on the success of the conference, IRI is organizing 
an ongoing series of meetings of women parliamentarians and women business leaders to identify 
barriers to economic growth in Serbia and to assist in finding solutions. 
 

http://www.istinomer.rs/
http://www.izdrzavanje.rs/mpo.php
http://www.fiskalnimonitor.rs/
http://www.fiskalnimonitor.rs/


 

 

Supporting Competitive Elections 
IRI works with parties as they identify the needs of their constituencies, develop reform proposals to 
target such constituencies and build their parties’ strengths around such proposals.  This builds on IRI’s 
work during the 2012 elections, when the Institute conducted extensive tracking polls and focus groups 
to help political parties develop reform proposals that met voters’ demands and to communicate those 
reform proposals in the most effective ways. 
 
   
 
 
 


